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Italian automaker Maserati released an application for the iPhone called Maserati Passion
that will help to broaden its mobile presence and deepen engagement for both affluent
buyers and aspirational consumers.

Maserati Passion acts as a dealer locator, news source, social media community and car
configurator. It is  available for free in Apple’s App Store.

"I think that the app is made for people who have an interest in cars and specifically luxury
car makes," said Leah Tomlinson, travel category manager at Appitalism, New York.

"This is not the average app that a consumer will download, say, for example, to use as a
game," she said. "It is  one that will be downloaded in order to learn more about the brand
and their car models, keep up to date with news and use social media to connect with
other people who have the same interest in the brand.

"Therefore, it would seem fit that the person who downloads this app has an interest in
cars or car brands."

Ms. Tomlinson is not affilited with Maserati, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.
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Maserati did not respond before press deadline.

Custom mobile
Maserati Passion is split into sections pertaining to models, community, news,
dealerships and models.

The model section includes individual pages on the GranCabrio Range, GranTurismo
Range and Quattroporte Range.

Tapping on an individual car’s page brings up detailed model information, a photo
gallery and a link to the car configurator.

Consumers can also tap on the audio and video section to watch the models in action or
listen to the sound of the transmission. Users can send these features via email to friends.

Audio options

The Maserati app includes a dealer locator that uses the iPhone’s GPS to find a brand
dealership via the user’s location. Consumers can also choose to find one by country or
address.
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Maserati keeps consumers in-the-know with a newsfeed updated with the latest brand
news in the app.

For example, the top story on the news feed is about the Maserati Drive&Sail Experience
in Europe. This invite-only event allows a select number of consumers to sail on the
Maserati VOR 70 monohull and drive models in its current range (see story).

The car configurator allows consumers to design their own Maserati by choosing colors,
rims, tops and callipers. Users can save their designed model into their iPhone photo
library.

Maserati configurator

Users can also opt to sign up for brand emails, check out Maserati social media sites and
send messages about the app to friends.

"Personally, I feel that one of the best features of this app is its  ease of use," Ms.
Tomlinson said. "It is  extremely user-friendly and easy to navigate around the app, and as
a car lover myself, the ability to change the specifications on the cars is a nice feature.

"However, there is far too much text for the purpose of the app, which I imagine was
initially to attract customers," she said. "Only people who have a keen interest in cars will
want to read all of this information.

"In order to be aimed at a wider group of potential customers, it should be more visual."

Driving engagement
Most luxury automakers develop mobile strategies to market to potential customers. More
specifically, they use apps.

However, Maserati’s  app is different because it caters both to aspirational consumers and
affluent customers.

The news section keeps wealthy users in the mix and possibly updates them on events that
they can attend. They can also use the dealer locator in case they want to go for a test
drive.
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On the other hand, aspirational consumers can use the car configurator to think up their
dream car, and look at the audio and video to add depth.

Other luxury automakers use apps for different reasons.

For example, British automaker Bentley Motors released its first iPad application
dedicated to its Continental GT and GTC models that lets users design their own vehicles
and shows history via films, photography and stories (see story).

Though apps help luxury automakers to build visibility in a quickly-moving industry, they
may not be the best option, according to Ms. Tomlinson.

"I do not see much benefit to luxury automakers from a mobile app," Ms. Tomlinson
said. "However, automakers may look to making it a tablet-specific app due to the more
selective nature of tablet customers.

"Instead of targeting the very broad field of mobile app users, they can target a different
group of consumers who own tablet devices and may be more likely to purchase a luxury
car," she said.

Final Take

Rachel Lamb, associate reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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